GIPFEL ALPINE GAITER

GIPFEL Alpine Gaiter is a fitted gaiter worn by a user to prevent the outdoor elements such as snow and rocks from entering the shoe. It is waterproof and does not have any insulation to protect the user in freezing temperatures. For padding, refer to our range of insulated gaiters.

Mountaineering and climbing is a dangerous sport. Indulge in these activities at your own risk. Gipfel Climbing Equipment is not responsible for any problems arising from an improper use of its equipment. Read the following instructions carefully before using the product for the first time. The instructions on how to correctly wear the Gaiters must be complied with every time they are worn. Improper fitting of the Gaiter may allow snow to leak inside the shoes and cause disastrous outcome.

INSTALLATION

1. Open the gaiter completely
2. When wrapping a gaiter around your boot and lower leg, the zipper will sit towards the front of your leg.
3. Zip up your Gaiter. Then start from the bottom and secure the Velcro together evenly all the way to the top.
4. The hook on the lower end of the Gaiter hinges on the laces that pass through the bottom-most eyes of your boots.
5. The top of the Gaiter should be tightened by pulling on the elastic draw cord and secured with the help of the lock. The Gaiter should neither be too tight nor too loose- but enough to prevent the entry of elements.
6. Attach the strap from the bottom of the inside of the Gaiter all the way across the sole of your boot towards the other end and up through the buckle/fastener. It should be snug enough to stay in place and provide a barrier seal between the boots and the outdoor elements.
7. Make any final readjustments and test for comfort.

COMPATIBILITY

This Gaiter was designed keeping the high ankle trekking boots and plastic mountaineering boots in mind. The boots feature either a dedicated Gaiter Loop or laces on which the Gaiter Hook can be hinged. It can however be used with most climbing, hiking, mountaineering, cycling and running shoes.

WASHING AND STORAGE INSTRUCTIONS

Machine Wash cold and drip dry when needed.

LIMITED WARRANTY

Gipfel guarantees its gaiters against defects in materials and workmanship for the first twelve months from the original date of purchase, subject to limitations below.

1. Normal wear and tear and products that have been modified in any way.
2. Mishandling of the product during transportation or storage and defects arising from improper use of product including tear from crampons.